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Abstract--This paper presents a digital Quran certification 
framework by utilizing modern digital authentication and 
certification techniques to certify and authenticate digital Quran 
applications available in multimedia format. A certification 
authority and a religious panel scrutinize the certification process 
and upon fulfillment of all the requirements, a digital certificate 
is issued to the digital Quran application. A general consumer of 
the service can easily verify the issued digital certificate in an 
online manner. The presented framework aims at diminishing 
the chances of modifying digital contents of the holy book for its 
consumer’s belief and trust.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Holy Quran is the most authentic and unchanged book 

since the time of its revelation about fourteen centuries ago 
[1]. Recently, the holy Quran has been made available in 
digital formats and freely distributed through Internet in the 
form of portable documents, websites, mobile applications, 
and digital handheld devices, etc. The digitization of religious 
contents brings easiness to people to explore, read and study 
contents with their convenience on the move. On the other 
hand, authenticity of the content itself might be uncertain 
because it is almost impossible to track and verify hundreds 
even thousands of current digital versions of Quran available 
online. In addition, recently, many vendors are producing and 
distributing holy Quran applications without any verification 
and certification from authorized religious bodies. In this 
situation, end-users or any concerned organizations are unable 
to observe the originality of the Quran, except if they make an 
extensive manual research by referring to authentic Quran. 
Unfortunately, this process is difficult, time-consuming and 
demands expertise and high circumspection.  

Besides, many unsuccessful attempts have been made and 
are being made to change the Surahs (chapters) and ayats 
(verses) of the holy Quran either, intentionally or 
unintentionally. Furthermore, some fake versions of Quran are 
also made available till date to demoralize its readers around 
the globe [2].  

A normal reader who has not memorized the whole Quran 
by heart has no option to validate the difference between a true 
or a fake verse during reciting it online or offline [3]. In 
addition, it is difficult to check the accuracy of a verse due to 
unintentional typo mistakes, especially on the websites which 
cite Quranic verses for religious references or the electronic 
hand-held consumer devices having embedded Quran. This 
problem is more extravagated where online websites, without 
any approval from religious bodies, keep electronic versions 

 
 

of the Holy Quran and cite its verses [4].  
So far, there is no central body or authority that can provide 

a certificate to those vendors who publish Quran online, 
develop mobile and desktop apps, and manufacture electronic 
Quran devices. Thus, to diminish this uncertainty and 
checking the authenticity of online Quran or its verses, this 
work is aimed at proposing and designing an automated 
Digital Quran Certification Authority (DQCA) to issue digital 
certificates to different platforms as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Platforms for Digital Quran Certification  
 
This work creates a secure and authenticated channel that 

provides authentication service to a normal user to maintain 
his trust on digital Quran resources. This digital certification 
framework encourages a vendor to abide by the certification 
policies in order to provide a complete authentic resource to 
its readers. This certification process introduces a religious 
scholar panel dedicated for authenticating and securing Quran 
repository for a normal reader who can validate digital Quran 
through the DQCA web portal. The purpose of proposing and 
implementing this certification framework is to maintain the 
trust of users on digital resources that host digital Quran in 
different formats around the globe.  

  

II. SECURE DIGITAL QURAN CERTIFICATION 
FRAMEWORK 

In this proposed digital certification framework, there are 
four main entities involved; a vendor, a user, a certificate 
authority and a religious panel as shown in Figure 2. Each 
entity has different roles that have to be followed to complete 
the Digital Quran Certificate issuance process.  

The vendor has to register on the DQCA web portal to 
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initiate the request for certification of his application. The 
certification authority asks vendor to submit all required 
proofs and evidence through an online process. The 
certification authority examines the proof, quality and 
performs timely image/audio/video/document watermarking to 
ensure the integrity of digital Quran contents from 
unauthorized used. The system further informs the status of 
the application to the vendor. In case of any shortcomings, the 
vendor is directed to re-submit the required evidences for a 
check. The process continues until all initial requirements are 
fulfilled and the certification authority examines all evidences.  

 
Figure 2: The Proposed Secure Digital Quran Certification 

Framework 
 

The decision is then submitted to the religious panel 
through an automated and online process of the web portal. 
The vendor is then requested to submit the complete product 
in any multimedia format using the DQCA web portal. The 
religious panel scrutinizes the submitted product and informs 
the certification authority about the decision. The certification 
authority issues/revokes/renews the digital certificate to the 
vendor’s product/content through the online web portal. After 
successful issuance of the digital certificate the certification 
process is completed and the product/content is considered 

digitally signed and certified by the DQCA. 
At the time of application verification by a general user, a 

visible badge is displayed on the product through which, a 
normal user can easily access the digital certificate 
information from the DQCA portal. The information contains; 
domain identity, connection information, hash function, key 
exchange mechanism (ECDHE_RSA etc.), purpose, remote 
computer identity, user identity and validation. For this 
information, a general user doesn’t require to register on 
DQCA web portal.  

For detailed verification, a special control panel is provided 
to the user (requires registration) in which he/she could check 
Quran verses or chapters, electronic versions of online Quran, 
etc. Through this special control panel, user can validate a 
single word within any verse, validate a whole verse within 
any surah or validate a whole surah of the Quran through 
scanning and searching the certified digital Quran content 
made available by the DQCA. 

Finally, the proposed framework is developed as a 
prototype and tested for all the functionalities, including its 
security and performance analysis etc.  
 

III. CONCLUSION 
With the widespread digitization of religious books, e.g. 

Quran, on Internet and digital devices, authentication and 
credibility of its contents is very important. In this paper, we 
have proposed a secure framework for the digital Quran 
certification and authentication to establish the trust of its 
readers. Digital Quran can be certified in any format such as 
run-time application, mobile app, portable document, plaintext 
and/or image, etc. The proposed framework ensures and 
protects the authenticity of digital Quran against any form of 
tampering. 
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